
Big Zeta is offering our electronics industry tailored keyword 
site search to select sales representative firms for $85.00 a 
month ($1,020 a year)*. Enable your prospects and customers 
to find exactly what they’re looking for on your site, which is 
one of the quickest ways to help users engage and stay 
engaged. Installation is easy– install a simple script on your 
site, and we do the rest. Most of our customers have our 
keyword search up and running in less than a day. 

*Price does not include customized CSS or UI work. Neither CSS nor UI work are required to use Big Zeta 
Keyword Search, and are only applicable for companies looking for a highly tailored look and feel.


The power of Big Zeta Keyword 
Search for $85 a month

Crawl
Maximize Big Zeta keyword search via a site 
crawl or through connectors into your content 
and product systems.


Cloud Integration
Stop relying on multiple teams to build, secure 
and maintain your keyword search engine. Ours 
is a secure and scalable SaaS solution.

Scheduled Updates
Keep your results up to date with automated 
refreshes. Know that your site is displaying the 
latest results.

Hassle-free Rollout
Get our keyword search running without code. 
Simply use our automated website crawler and drop 
a JavaScript embed code into your page template.

Best in class search capability


Actionable analytics 


Reduction in negative search outcomes


Proven user satisfaction 


Improvement in overall search capability 
with little or no support required

Keyword Search Provides: 

bigzeta.com

Big Zeta Keyword Search offers an 
industry-specific solution to rep search 
needs with tailored templates, curated 
results, and sophisticated and actionable 
analytics. We lead the industry because 
we’re constantly innovating, integrating, 
and invigorating search technology so you 
don’t have to. 

Tailored for the Electronics Industry



50% of engineers visit a sales rep website multiple times 
per month, and one in four report looking for new product 
and technology information. Unfortunately, most sales 
rep websites struggle to offer what customers are looking 
for, including functional search that delivers the right 
information fast. For rep websites, keyword search is a 
crucial part of establishing a strong digital presence, 
which solidifies a pathway to customer engagement and 
retention.  


Built to meet the complex needs of rep companies, Big 
Zeta Keyword Search is easy to deploy and maintain, while 
offering sophisticated management and reporting of your 
search program. Stop worrying about whether your 
search results are unreliable or your user experience too 
slow. Big Zeta’s cutting edge technology delivers. With 
our leading edge search functionality and robust analytics 
platform, you can be confident that your site search will 
become a key engagement point of your website.

Why Big Zeta Keyword Search for Rep 
Companies?

Ready to get 
started?

bigzeta.com

Full text search


Electronics synonym tables


Inverted index


Relevance scoring


Query industry-specific language


Highlighters


Auto-complete


Suggesters


Spellcheck

Keyword Search Includes: 

Who is Big Zeta?

Big Zeta’s experienced team of engineers, designers, and strategists deliver great digital 
experiences and SaaS search products through revolutionary search, strategy, and execution. 
We provide a path to digital transformation for electronics companies through industry 
tailored customer insights and comprehensive industry knowledge.


*Custom CSS work available for an 
additional charge. 

Steve Cholas 
VP Global Business 
steve@bigzeta.com 
949-413-1732
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